On January 2022, the University of Geneva adopted an **Open Access policy**. In line with the objectives of swissuniversities, it encourages and supports researchers to publish their research results in Open Access.

---

**100% Open Access by 2024**

swissuniversities aims to have all publications from ≥ 50% publicly funded research in Open Access by 2024.

---

The UNIGE Library provides tools and services to enable researchers to share their work according to the principles of Open Access:

- **Archive ouverte UNIGE** to archive and disseminate publications in Green Open Access;
- a hosting platform for Open Access journals: **Open Access Publications (OAP)**;
- agreements with publishers to publish in Gold Open Access at no or low cost;
- a **Publication Fund** to cover part or all of publication costs;
- training courses and presentations arranged during the academic year or on request.

A **dedicated team of librarians** is available to answer all your questions: **openaccess@unige.ch**

---
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Open Access Website: **unige.ch/oa**

---
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